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1 Clover notes that edge-of-the-construct films flirt with the Adornian notion that
there might no longer be an “outside” to the system by which images are manufactured,
though they always manage to contrive an edge from which the total construct may be
seen as spectacle. Clover is mostly concerned with The Matrix (1999), though The Truman
Show, Dark City, and The Thirteenth Floor belong to the same genre. Joshua Clover, The Ma-
trix [BFI Film Classics series] (London: British Film Institute, 2004). 

Music at the Edge 
of the Construct

PHIL FORD

The Image

Philip K. Dick’s science fiction novel Time Out of Joint (1959) is the
classic example of what Joshua Clover calls “edge of the construct” 
fictions—narratives whose characters unknowingly live in a world some
master intelligence has constructed around them. Such fictions are de-
signed to show us the edge of the construct, the point where the totality
of illusions collides with the reality it is designed to eclipse.1 In Time
Out of Joint, a future military dictatorship has built a simulacrum 1950s
suburb to pacify Ragle Gumm, a mentally unstable scientist, and trick
him into continuing his war work. Only little by little does Gumm begin
to suspect that his world is a construct of almost unimaginable com-
plexity. There are clues: little anachronisms (the Tucker car, Uncle Tom’s
Cabin as a Book-of-the-Month Club selection), little anomalies (the ab-
sence of radios), and a mysterious telephone directory discovered in
“the ruins,” a vacant lot where the material fabric of the construct frays
and something of the real world breaks in. But they are only clues. The
novel’s narrative motor runs on the tension between the totality of 
the construct and possibilities of its decoding, a tension kept high by the
fact that those possibilities are always very limited. Old Town doesn’t
feel false, it feels real—realer than real. And this is the key to the
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novel’s tone of sublimated menace; it is precisely when things look
shiniest and most normal that they begin to feel wrong. (At least, they
feel wrong to the novel’s readers, who are a step or two ahead of
Gumm.) In a passage that describes Gumm’s impressions as he goes
shopping, the visual signature of the made world is the materiality of ad-
vertising images: the shininess of the signs, the brightness, the splendor.

Trade-in on electric razors, he thought as he watched his mother and
father go off toward the drug department of Ernie’s Shopping Center.
Seven-fifty for your old razor, regardless of make. No ominous preoc-
cupation: the pleasure of buying. Above his head the shiny signs. Col-
ors of shifting ads. The brightness, the splendor. He wandered about
the parking lot, among the long pastel cars, gazing up at the signs,
reading the words in the window displays. Schilling drip coffee 69¢ a
pound. Gosh, he thought. What a buy.2

The glossy unreality of affluence—a comfortable material abun-
dance that never completely conceals an underlying unease—is a cliché
of latter-day popular and scholarly representations of Cold War 
America. I do not want to take that cliché straight, but rather wish to
excavate its origins and trace its genealogy. As Time Out of Joint demon-
strates, “unreality” was a term by which Cold War Americans under-
stood themselves. And Dick was no lonely dissenting voice; Thomas
Frank points out that “by the end of the 1950s, the culture of ‘unreal-
ity’ had been elaborately analyzed in popular books and magazines and
its shortcomings made familiar to millions of Americans.”3 Books like
William Whyte’s The Organization Man and David Riesman’s The Lonely
Crowd were intellectual bestsellers, their ideas popularized in mass-
circulation magazines. And if there was an irony in everyone running
out to buy books about the dangers of conformity, the literati were hip
to it, as Jules Feiffer’s 1957 Village Voice cartoon makes clear (fig. 1). 

This cartoon makes a joke of the wide middlebrow public that read
about the social mechanisms by which human beings might be brought
into conformity.4 Cold War intellectual culture, committed to modernism
and wrestling with totalitarianism, opposed mass culture, the total system
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2 Philip K. Dick, Time Out of Joint (Philadelphia: Lippincott, 1959), 214.
3 Thomas Frank, The Conquest of Cool (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1997), 13.
4 A great deal of intellectual discourse in the two decades after World War II was fix-

ated on the question of intellectual hierarchy: questions of “brow” were folded into the is-
sue of mass culture, which itself lay at the crux of thought about modernism and totalitar-
ianism. For Dwight Macdonald, middlebrow culture (“midcult”) was a counterfeit of high
culture that the bourgeois mass audience confused for the real thing: see Dwight Mac-
Donald, “Masscult and Midcult” [part 2] Partisan Review 27, no. 4 (Fall 1960): 589–631.
A good general study of middlebrow culture is Joan Shelley Rubin, The Making of Middle-
brow Culture (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1992). In musicology, stud-
ies of middlebrow culture include Ian Wellens, Music on the Frontline: Nicolas Nabokov’s
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by which mediated false images could be slipped between our percep-
tion and the real world beyond.5 Hipsters, Beats, and beatniks culti-
vated a sensibility for which the hip world stood as an oasis of reality in
a trackless waste of commercial signs—the manufactured pseudo-reality
that bewitched the squares.6 What these discourses had in common was
the idea that our minds could be conditioned, that we could be made
to see things as some alien will or system—or indeed as we ourselves—
might want us to see them. Daniel Boorstin voices this anxiety in the
opening sentence of the era’s most sustained and focused critique of
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Struggle Against Communism and Middlebrow Culture (Burlington VT: Ashgate, 2002); John
Howland, “Between the Muses and the Masses: Symphonic Jazz, Glorified Entertainment,
and the Rise of the American Musical Middlebrow, 1920–1944” (PhD diss., Stanford Uni -
versity, 2002). 

5 I am writing here especially about the circles of “New York Intellectuals” that cen-
tered around the literary/political little magazines Partisan Review, Dissent, and Commen-
tary. The foundational study of this episode in American intellectual and political life is
Richard H. Pells, The Liberal Mind in a Conservative Age: American Intellectuals in the 1940s
and 1950s (New York: Harper & Row, 1985). 

6 In the early years of the Cold War, hipness became what Scott Saul has called a
new intellectual vernacular, absorbing and reconfiguring intellectual concerns about
mass culture within pop-cultural sphere centered around jazz; see Scott Saul, Freedom Is,
Freedom Ain’t: Jazz and the Making of the Sixties (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
2003). 

figure 1. Jules Feiffer, “Sick, Sick, Sick,” Village Voice (16 October
1957), 4

http://caliber.ucpress.net/action/showImage?doi=10.1525/jm.2009.26.2.240&iName=master.img-000.jpg&w=312&h=211
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pseudo-reality, The Image, or, What Happened to the American Dream: “we
have used our wealth, our literacy, our technology, and our progress, to
create the thicket of unreality which stands between us and the facts of
life.”7

The popular culture of this period drew on these notions to fash-
ion a spectacle of mind control: advertising, Hollywood, and political
indoctrination (the word “brainwashing” first appeared during the Ko-
rean War to explain the behavior of American POW defectors) were all
located as sites for the manufacture of illusions.8 Each site finds its cri-
tique in a film from the first postwar decades: A Star Is Born (1954)
shows Hollywood myths overwhelming the lives of their creators; John
Cassavetes’s Shadows (1957/1959) voices the hip critique of commodi-
fied mass culture; and The Manchurian Candidate (1962) spins a para-
noid sci-fi scenario in which American politics, Communist brainwash-
ing, and television conspire to create a counterfeit reality so total there
may be no escape. Like Time Out of Joint, these films picture their char-
acters surrounded by fictive and contrived images, and their dramatic
tension lies in their characters’ struggle against those images and the al-
ways tenuous possibility of escape. The musical scores of these films,
though radically different, each mark the distance between reality and
image: they use images against themselves, finding musical as well as vi-
sual means to hint to their viewers that something is wrong, that what
the characters take as normal is in fact a little troubling, a bit too nor-
mal. Each film finds ways of representing a surplus of reality that, like
the brightness and splendor of the construct in Time Out Of Joint,
hints at an underlying unreality. Images themselves become subjects 
of repre sentation, and music plays a role in that representation. The
Man churian Candidate uses music to create a self-unraveling image of a
double-edged psyche, apparently rational but secretly twisted. Shadows
tiles visual and auditory images into a collage, their artificiality brought
into clearer focus through their collisions. And A Star Is Born turns its
own generic conventions into an image of unreality; part of the film’s
tragic irony comes from that image being deployed, unsuccessfully, to
solve the characters’ real-world problems. (Images don’t solve problems
in the real world, and they don’t in this film either.) In every case, mu-
sic plays on Cold War anxieties about manufactured reality and traces 
the boundary between real and unreal—the edge of the construct—for
the film’s audience.
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7 Daniel Boorstin, The Image, or, What Happened to the American Dream (New York:
Atheneum, 1962), 3. 

8 Again popular nonfiction books appeared to expose hidden manipulations: for
advertising, there was Vance Packard’s The Hidden Persuaders (New York: D. McKay, 1957);
for brainwashing, the writings of Edward Hunter, notably Brainwashing: The Story of the
Men Who Defied It (New York: Farrar, Straus, and Cudahy, 1956). 
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9 Several books have understood the image in this general sense as a both a cause
and effect of history. Norman Mailer was perhaps the first to argue that American history
moves on “two rivers, one visible, the other underground”—the overt manifestations of
practical politics and the images of the “dream life of the nation.” Norman Mailer, The
Presidential Papers (New York: Putnam, 1963), 38. More recently, J. Hoberman, The Dream
Life: Movies, Media, and the Mythology of the Sixties (New York: The New Press, 2003) repre-
sents an attempt to read the American 1960s through and within a genealogy of images;
Michael Rogin, Ronald Reagan, the Movie, and Other Episodes in Political Demonology (Berke-
ley: University of California Press, 1987) does something similar for Ronald Reagan and
the Cold War. 

10 Robert Fink, “The Media Sublime: Minimalism, Advertising, and Television,” in
Repeating Ourselves: American Minimal Music as Cultural Practice (Berkeley: University of Cal-
ifornia Press, 2005), 121–66.

11 Richard Dyer, Heavenly Bodies: Film Stars and Society, 2nd ed.  (New York: Rout-
ledge, 2004), 2–3. 

And here I am using the word “image” in the loose, semi-metaphorical
way we commonly use to discuss politics, advertising, and film.9 When
we speak of a politician’s image we do not mean a single photo, but a
compound of still and moving pictures, speeches, policies, commen-
taries, parodies, and so on—all the recorded traces of his public life. It
is a commonplace to say that this conception of political image owes a
great deal to advertising, because the image of a product—its brand—is
never the consequence of just one ad, let alone a single picture. The
aim of branding is to turn a product into an icon, something we can in-
stantly recognize and place within a network of emotional and narrative
associations, and as with political campaigns this is done through color-
ful pictures, catchy jingles, and, as Robert Fink has pointed out, con-
stant repetition.10

Likewise, movie stars are constructed through the refraction of
their personas through multiple media. Richard Dyer writes:

A film star’s image is not just his or her films, but the promotion of
those films and of the star through pin-ups, public appearances, stu-
dio hand-outs and so on, as well as interviews, biographies and cover-
age in the press of the star’s doings and ‘private’ life. Further, a star’s
image is also what people say or write about him or her, as critics or
commentators, the way the image is used in other contexts such as ad-
vertisements, novels, pop songs, and finally the way the star can be-
come part of the coinage of everyday speech. Jean-Paul Belmondo imi-
tating Humphrey Bogart in A bout de souffle is part of Bogart’s image,
just as anyone saying, in a mid-European accent, ‘I want to be alone’,
reproduces, extends and inflects Greta Garbo’s image.11

Dyer’s understanding of image is similar to Boorstin’s—a multime-
dia conjunction of contrived meanings that coheres in a thought-shape,
something between a narrative and a stereotype, that is instantly
grasped and understood. But to call such entities images is to suggest,
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misleadingly, that they are primarily visual.12 Garbo’s “I want to be
alone” is after all an auditory marker. Iconic film images, like Don Cor-
leone’s brooding presence in The Godfather or Dorothy’s sweet wistful-
ness in The Wizard of Oz, rely on recorded speech, music, and sound 
effects. And sometimes it makes sense to speak of purely auditory
meanings as images—the screeching violin glissandi of Psycho, for ex-
ample, are inextricably linked to long chains of narrative and extra-
narrative associations. 

There is a reciprocal relationship between the musical image—an
evocative cue, a gesture, or even a single sound—and the larger multi-
media constellation in which it takes part. Anthony Perkins’s image as a
psychotic mama’s boy (which, after playing Norman Bates, he could
never entirely shake) comprises both the violin glissandi we hear in Psy-
cho’s shower scene and the shower scene itself—the wigged silhouette,
Janet Leigh’s helpless screams, the blood swirling the drain—as well as
all the other signs of Norman’s madness, especially his inner mono-
logue in the voice of “mother” at the end, tracked over his creepy smile.
But then we are prompted to remember that cluster of visual, auditory,
and plot cues when we hear the glissandi, as anyone knows who has
heard the sound imitated in daily conversation or parodied on TV.
(And then our memories of all those parodies are pulled back into the
original film when we watch it again.) Michael Long, who understands
what I am calling images in terms of register theory, notes that the mu-
sical sign bears a metonymic relationship to its complex of remem-
bered associations. Long’s recent study Beautiful Monsters is especially
concerned with how the appearance of classical music in films draws on
audience memories of a “classic register” of meanings: “[music] draw-
ing upon this register will trigger a recognition response that tends to
proceed from the listener’s experience (memory) on the one hand, or
from an intuition that beyond what has been heard, its phenomenal
portion, lies a greater whole.”13
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12 There is a clear visualist bias in calling such entities images, but, lacking any bet-
ter word, images they must remain. The problem of visualism is much-rehearsed in sound
and media studies, beginning with Marshall McLuhan’s notion that the visual sense has
dominated modernity: see Marshall McLuhan, The Gutenberg Galaxy: The Making of Typo-
graphic Man (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1962). More recent scholarship has
tended to downplay questions of visual dominance and emphasize the parallel develop-
ment of auditory structures of thought and behavior in modernity; see especially
Jonathan Sterne, The Audible Past: Cultural Origins of Sound Reproduction (Durham: Duke
University Press, 2003); Veit Erlmann, “But What of the Ethnographic Ear? Anthropol-
ogy, Sound, and the Senses,” in Hearing Cultures, ed. Veit Erlmann (Oxford: Berg, 2004),
1–20.

13 Michael Long, Beautiful Monsters: Imagining the Classic in Musical Media (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 2008), 26.
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“Image,” then, is a slippery and capacious concept: it can mean the
actor’s star image, the image he creates in a role, or a smaller image (a
single photo, a score cue, a vocal mannerism) that both contributes 
to and stands in for the “greater whole.” An image can be any or all of
these things because there is a fundamental continuity between them—
image, ultimately, is what emerges as the spectator negotiates these vari-
ous levels. In an essay on A Star Is Born, Richard Dyer remarks that fans
often assume a cynical attitude about stars and their publicity, and yet
somehow manage to sustain a search for authenticity in what they ac-
knowledge is fake. When they find what they take to be an inauthentic
representation of a star, their response is usually to look for another
representation they might find more candid—a tell-all biography, say,
or an unflattering tabloid photo—or if that representation disappoints,
they find yet another still more revealing, “and so on in an infinite
regress by means of which one more authentic image displaces another.
But then they are all part of the same star image, each one anchoring
the whole thing in an essential, uncovered authenticity, which can then
be read back into the performances, the roles, the pin-ups.”14 In other
words, the image does not just happen to be dispersed throughout a
network of individual media images; it is constructed through the spec-
tator’s engagement with that dispersal.

Too Normal

When Simone de Beauvoir visited the United States in 1947, she
wanted to take a closer look at a country that had decided Western Eu-
rope’s fate during World War II and now, at the outset of the Cold War,
would doubtless continue deciding it.15 In her travel diary, published
the following year as L’Amérique au jour par jour (America Day by Day), she
describes an America that at times seems less a place than a state of 
unreality—a waking dream where one does not quite know that one is
being enfolded in illusion. What troubles de Beauvoir is the thought
that this is a manufactured dream, just another product of American
capitalism:

On advertisements for Quaker Oats, Coca-Cola, and Lucky Strike,
what displays of white teeth—the smile seems like tetanus. The consti-
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14 Richard Dyer, “A Star Is Born and the Construction of Authenticity,” in Stardom:
Industry of Desire, ed. Christine Gledhill (London: Routledge, 1991), 136. 

15 For an overview of this intellectual project—which De Beauvoir shared with Jean-
Paul Sartre and Raymond Aron, among others—and a discussion of its ideological con-
texts, see Richard Pells, Not Like Us: How Europeans Have Loved, Hated, and Transformed
American Culture Since World War II (New York: Basic Books, 1997). See also Stephen Whit-
field, “A Century and a Half of French Views on the United States,” The Historian 56
(1994): 531–42.
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pated girl smiles a loving smile at the lemon juice that relieves her in-
testines. In the subway, in the streets, on magazine pages, these smiles
pursue me like obsessions. I read a sign in a drugstore, “Not to grin is
a sin.” Everyone obeys the order, the system.16

“The system” is an ideology of official and compulsory cheeriness.
The apparatus of this abstract force is represented in the image of the
American smile, blown up to grotesque and frightening size and re-
flected on every surface. To de Beauvoir, Americans are trapped in a
maze of images that are in themselves are false, propaganda for an opti-
mism that is “necessary for the country’s social peace and economic
prosperity.” But in another way the images tell a truth. Exaggerated and
repeated smiles, through their exaggeration and repetition, point to
the fact that people, on their own, might not be inclined to smile at
every moment. (Andy Warhol would later bank his career on the fact
that a sign, sufficiently repeated, becomes emptied of its original func-
tion and grows strange through the evacuation of its meaning.) These
manufactured images, signifying only their own signification, indict
their own bad faith.

Cold War Americans found something troubling in their own
smiles, too. When Leonard Bernstein wanted a “Greek chorus” to frame
the suburban ennui of his chamber opera Trouble in Tahiti (1952), he
insisted that the singers “must be as conventionally handsome as possi-
ble, and must never stop smiling.”17 And nearly sixty years later, the fixed,
forced smile lingers on as a conventional image, a metonym for the un-
reality of life in Cold War America.18 Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the
Crystal Skull (2008) uses the film’s Cold War setting for the punch line
of the film’s most memorable scene, where Indy is running from Soviet
agents through the Nevada desert. He comes upon a town that appears
suddenly and incongruously in the wastes, its lawns violently green, its
houses perfect pastel specimens of midcentury suburban architecture.
As Indy sneaks into one house everything seems normal . . . too normal.
He hears the theme to the Howdy Dowdy show and, entering the living
room, finds a Mom and Dad watching TV with the kids, unmoving,
smiles frozen in place: they are life-size mannequins. The frenzied mer-
riment of the Howdy Dowdy theme gives way to the dread whine of an
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16 Simone de Beauvoir, America Day by Day, trans. Carol Cosman (Los Angeles: Uni-
versity of California Press, 1999), 23.

17 Emphasis in the original. Leonard Bernstein, “Notes on Production,” in Trouble
in Tahiti: An Opera in Seven Scenes, piano-vocal score (New York: G. Schirmer, 1953). 

18 The smile has continued to work more generally as a visual metaphor for what
cultural critics have taken to be the emptiness, impersonality, and bad faith of the Ameri-
can personality. See Jean Baudrillard, America, trans. Chris Turner (London: Verso,
1988), 33–34.
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air-raid siren, and Indy finally understands the undercurrent of anxiety
that’s been playing throughout the scene. The “town” is a bomb range,
and this photoreal domestic world exists only for atomic annihilation.
Indy scrambles for safety as the mannequins grin heedlessly, a man-
nequin Dad still watering his lawn, mannequin Mom serving cookies to
mannequin kids, still grinning even as their faces melt in the blast. 

What does it mean to say that something is “too normal”? “Too nor-
mal” is an oxymoron, obviously, because too much of anything is by def-
inition not normal. But de Beauvoir and the latest installment of the In-
diana Jones franchise both strike the same tone of disquiet wherein
things come to seem menacing by being too normal, or unreal by being
too real. Though they were created at different times and for different
ends, both texts share a representational convention. Each puts us in a
Cold War America where pseudo-reality is manufactured as a counter-
feit of reality, and each plays off the anxiety that we might not be able
to tell the difference. 

And then there is the anxiety that people as well as environments
can be a little too normal, that those who cannot distinguish real from
fake become fakes themselves. In a 1954 Dissent article titled “The Psy-
chology of Normalcy,” Erich Fromm considered Americans’ excessive
normality a pathology, a kind of zombification abetted by the mass me-
dia. “Today we come across a person who acts and feels like an automa-
ton; who never experiences anything which is really his; who experi-
ences himself entirely as the person he thinks he is supposed to be;
whose smiles have replaced laughter; whose meaningless chatter has re-
placed genuine communicative speech; whose dulled despair has taken
the place of genuine pain.”19 For Fromm, Americans present a blandly
agreeable face to the world and hide their darker hungers and fears,
even from themselves. 

This peculiar and contradictory state of too-real unreality—what a
later generation of European cultural theorists would call hyperreality—
was a way for foreign-born intellectuals like Simone de Beauvoir and
Erich Fromm to understand the capitalist pole of an emerging binary
Cold War world order.20 And as we have seen in Time Out of Joint, Cold
War Americans could also picture their own country in a hyperreal
light. In “Outer Space” (1958), a track from one of Ken Nordine’s
“Word Jazz” albums, we meet the kind of person who lives in this hyper-
real America—a living mannequin whose smile remains frozen in place
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19 Erich Fromm, “The Psychology of Normalcy,” Dissent 1, no. 2 (1954): 141.
20 Umberto Eco, “Travels in Hyperreality,” in Travels in Hyperreality, trans. William

Weaver (New York: Harcourt, 1986), 3–58; Jean Baudrillard, Simulacra and Simulation,
trans. Sheila Glaser (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1994). 
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even at the dawn of the apocalypse.21 Nordine takes on the persona of
a Cold War technocrat carrying on a conversation with visitors from
Outer Space, their side of the conversation rendered in musique concrète
honks and babbles. At first Nordine’s character is one we recognize
from 1950s TV sitcoms, the dull, decent square muddling through 
an awkward conversation as best he can. (Even in a conversation with
aliens he still winds up talking about the weather.) But at the end the
mask slips a little, and Nordine shyly (slyly?) asks about hydrogen
bombs. And in this instant the square becomes sinister, one of Fromm’s
automata whose self-deceptions threaten the end of the world. The skit
ends as Nordine’s voice trails off in insincere blather, its reassuring dips
in inflection just a little too wide and insistent—an auditory version of
the fixed smile. As the voice fades out the music fades in for the only
time on the track: we hear a childish voice hum “Twinkle, Twinkle, Lit-
tle Star” with bells and flute. At first, the instruments play alone and in
the same key (A �), but as the voice begins to hum along it is badly off-
key and ends up on D, a tritone off. 

In the music as in Nordine’s voice, something is not quite right. A
child singing “Twinkle” is a musical icon of simple innocence—about as
normal as something can be—but its bad intonation and ironic coun-
terpoint to Nordine’s monologue pushes it into the foreboding realm
of the too-normal. Four years later, David Amram would compose a
score for The Manchurian Candidate that made a general principle of the
representational form that structures this passing moment of unease.

The Manchurian Candidate

De Beauvoir writes from the point of view of the traveler whose
homeland offers a point of comparison to the “thicket of unreality” that
confronts her. For her, unreality is still a discrete construct separate
from herself; it is a thing she can decode, something that allows her
room for critique. Raymond Shaw (Lawrence Harvey), the doomed
hero of John Frankenheimer’s film The Manchurian Candidate, is al-
lowed no such space: for him, the construct is nearly total. Shaw leads a
U.S. army unit that is captured by the Communist enemy during the
Korean War and brainwashed en masse into forgetting their ordeal. The
soldiers believe that Raymond has led them to safety and he returns
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21 Ken Nordine, “Outer Space,” from Son of Word Jazz (Dot DLP-3095, 1958). Nor-
dine’s four “word jazz” albums on Dot records featured Nordine’s conceptual skits and
monologues backed by Jim Cunningham’s audiotape assemblages and Fred Katz’s Califor-
nia moderne style of midcentury chamber jazz. These albums have been rereleased and
amply contextualized in Ken Nordine, You’re Getting Better: The Word Jazz Dot Masters (Hip-
O-Select, Geffen B0005171-02, 2005).
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home to a hero’s welcome, but in truth he has been turned into an un-
witting assassin, programmed to kill at his operators’ command. Until
the very end, there is an impermeable boundary between ordinary and
conditioned states of Raymond’s mind. The fabric of unreality that sur-
rounds him is so seamless he cannot perceive it as unreality. But one of
his fellow soldiers, Ben Marco (Frank Sinatra), begins to glimpse the
horrifying truth in his dreams, and the fabric begins to unravel.

Much has been written about the ambiguous way this film expresses
Cold War anxieties about mind control; from the beginning, critics
have had trouble deciding whether it is spoofing Cold War paranoia or
indulging in it.22 Mind control in The Manchurian Candidate means more
than just brainwashing. As Amram says, Frankenheimer had started out
working in television and understood its spell-weaving power: “It wasn’t
as if just Lawrence Harvey was brainwashed, but the whole culture.”23

The McCarthyite senator Johnny Iselin ( James Gregory) is a puppet of
his wife, Raymond’s reptilian mother (Angela Lansbury). He is a pure
image without substance, a blank screen onto which an enthralled pub-
lic projects its fantasies of subversion and Mrs. Iselin her ambitions. It is
not for nothing, then, that Iselin is constantly pictured on TV monitors.
When he first stages his accusations of Communist infiltration for the
TV cameras, Iselin’s image is doubled: in the background he waves his
list of known Communists and in the foreground we see the reverse-
angle TV close-up of his face (fig. 2).24 In a Warholian way, Franken-
heimer makes Iselin’s image visible as image, drawing attention to the
grain and texture of the TV picture itself. Iselin’s TV face hovers in the
middleground, abstracted from perspective; it is overlit and flattened
(especially by contrast with the brooding figure of Mrs. Iselin), and the
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22 Michael Rogin, for example, argues that “far from mocking the mentality it dis-
plays, [The Manchurian Candidate] aims to reawaken a lethargic nation to the Communist
menace.” Rogin, Ronald Reagan, the Movie, 252. Stephen Whitfield disagrees, finding the
film more intent on the menace of American reactionaries; see Whitfield, The Culture of
the Cold War, 2nd ed. (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1996), 212. J. Hober-
man offers an account of the early attacks on this film from both the right and the left, as
well as an excellent discussion of this film as a Cold War spectacle of unreality: Hober-
man, The Dream Life, 69–76. One book-length study of this film is largely devoted to plac-
ing this film in a Cold War context: Matthew Frye Jacobson and Gaspar Gonzáles, What
Have They Built You to Do? The Manchurian Candidate and Cold War America (Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 2006).

23 David Amram, interview with the author, 19 June 2008. All quotes from Amram
are from this interview unless otherwise noted. 

24 Susan Carruthers points out that here The Manchurian Candidate offers an exam-
ple of what Boorstin called the “pseudo-event.” See Susan Carruthers, “The Manchurian
Candidate (1962) and the Cold War Brainwashing Scare,” Historical Journal of Film, Radio,
and Television 18 (1998): 75–94. For a general study of Cold War brainwashing fictions,
see David Seed, Brainwashing: The Fictions of Mind Control: A Study of Novels and Films since
World War II (Kent: Kent State University Press, 2004).
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nervous flicker of the TV image is conspicuous with the film’s spacious
frame.25

At the end of the film, Raymond is activated by his operators and
takes up a position high above the convention stage, waiting to shoot
the presidential candidate. As Marco searches frantically for Raymond,
the conventioneers jostle him and cheer, heedless of the danger, their
corn-fed faces split in witless grins under their straw hats. It is one of
the few scenes that prominently features diegetic music, and it de-
mands a double musical meaning: the music must fit the convention-
eers’ own diegetic universe and yet suggest something else to the film’s
spectators, an underlying dread that we know and they cannot. Amram
wanted a “caricature [that] didn’t tip off the fact that something awful
was going to happen,” so he wrote an unexceptional march (“Politi-
cians on Parade”), had his trumpet players pull their slides out, and in-
structed the band to play as loud, fast, and ugly as possible. Amram
wanted the music for this scene to sound like every convention rouser
we’ve ever heard, only more so, just as the conventioneers needed to
seem normal, but terrifyingly normal—brainwashed, like almost every-
one else in the film, this time by the machinery of electoral politics.
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25 Jonathan Rosenbaum argues that this scene subjects our consciousness to TV
logic in a more radical way, by drawing us into the film’s infinite regression of mirrored
images; see Jonathan Rosenbaum, review of Manchurian Candidate, “Paranoid Illusions,”
Chicago Reader March 11, 1988, sec. 1, pp. 22–23.

figure 2. Senator and Mrs. Iselin in The Manchurian Candidate, dir.
John Frankenheimer (1962)

http://caliber.ucpress.net/action/showImage?doi=10.1525/jm.2009.26.2.240&iName=master.img-001.jpg&w=312&h=177
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Here is a musical image—that is, a musical sign for a chain of narrative
associations, in this case the notion of something dark and threatening
lying just beneath a pleasant surface. But it is both an image itself and
something that gives images (the unreality of the convention scene) the
lie; like the advertising pictures that surround de Beauvoir, it indicts its
own bad faith. 

TV as brainwashing, politics as brainwashing, and then brainwash-
ing as brainwashing: the film’s most celebrated set-pieces are the flash-
back dream sequences where Marco and another man from his unit see
what happened to them. Although the cue Amram wrote for this scene
is quieter and more controlled than “Politicians on Parade,” both have
what Amram calls a “double-edged” quality. In these scenes, as in Nor-
dine’s “Outer Space,” reality and unreality share the same space, the
music filling out an image of pleasant appearance that hides a dark 
underlying reality. And for a musical cue to suggest such a thing, there
must be what poker players call a tell: however normal everything may
appear, something must be a little off. The illusion can be complete for
the film’s characters, but never for the film’s spectators; the tell must
give something of them away to us. For unreality to be legible as 
unreality—for unreality to become spectacle—it must be bounded.

In Marco’s dream, the soldiers are sitting in an ornate old-
fashioned lobby, visibly bored as “Mrs. Whittaker” delivers a garden
club lecture. At this point everything appears normal, but as Greil 
Marcus notices, something is a little off. Maybe we can see it—is it 
Mrs. Whittaker’s enormous hat?—or maybe we can hear it: “Something
in the way Mrs. Whittaker is speaking is too harsh. She’s disdainful,
mocking, as if the other Ladies Garden Club members, who we haven’t
yet seen but whom Mrs. Whittaker is presumably addressing, are
fools.”26 The camera does a slow 360-degree pan around the room,
dwelling on the attentive expressions of the gardening club ladies, and,
as the camera returns to its starting point, the lecturer has turned into
the sinister Yen Lo (Khigh Deigh), speaking to a room full of uni-
formed Communist officials and demonstrating the effects of his brain-
washing techniques (fig. 3).27 Yen Lo explains that he has trained the
soldiers to believe that they are waiting out a rainstorm in the lobby of a
hotel, and during the demonstration he will make Raymond murder
two of his unresisting men. 
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26 Greil Marcus, The Manchurian Candidate [BFI Film Classics series] (London:
British Film Institute, 2002), 19.

27 Notice that the Manchurian lecture hall is decorated by huge blown-up photos of
the People and their Leaders. This is one of the many ways Frankenheimer suggests a cer-
tain symmetry between the pathologies of West and East: the hegemony of image reaches
right around the world—different images, same unreality. 
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Yet when we first see Mrs. Whittaker, something else is off, too: we
hear what sounds like a movement from an eighteenth-century dance
suite for harpsichord (Amram calls it a waltz), but with its harmonies
strangely soured (ex. 1). Amram wanted a harpsichord to complement
the genteel setting Yen Lo has constructed in the soldiers’ minds, but
the cue’s “ghastly harmonies” are meant to suggest the scene’s under-
current of disorientation, helplessness, and panic. This cue preserves
the gestures of an antique music—the instrumentation, rounded-binary
shape (carved out by the incongruous cadence of m. 9), and contra-
puntal texture (complete with a fussy little point-on-point fillip in 
mm. 7–8) of a stately old dance. And yet, as in a dream, these signs
point to nothing in particular, or maybe only point stubbornly back at
themselves: they are there to be recognized; they do not cohere into a
syntax that might communicate anything other than their own mysteri-
ous presence. 

The double-edged feeling of this cue issues from a reassuring sense
of familiarity and an underlying denial of expectations. Amram says this
cue is bitonal, but if so it is elusively bitonal.28 While each line of coun-
terpoint stays in its own tonal space, none of them maintains a fixed
tonal identity. Lines remain stable within the space of one mode for a
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28 William Rosar and David Amram, “The Manchurian Candidate (1962): An Inter-
view with David Amram,” Journal of Film Music 2 (2007): 69.

figure 3. Yen Lo and the soldiers in The Manchurian Candidate, dir.
John Frankenheimer (1962).

http://caliber.ucpress.net/action/showImage?doi=10.1525/jm.2009.26.2.240&iName=master.img-002.jpg&w=312&h=176
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few notes before pivoting abruptly into a new one. Scraps of melody
abut one another without flowing in any harmonic consequence, even
as motivic connections between them suggest an ordinary sort of coher-
ence. Many of the chords sound like thwarted triads—for example the
almost-cadences of measures 5–6, where the chords cannot quite fit
into the slots prepared for them by the cadential gestures of the bass
line. (Though these movements in the bass, too, come out of nowhere
and lead to nothing.) We might expect this passage to quote some-
thing, since film composers often portray states of mental disturbance
by distorting what they have already established as a character’s leitmo-
tiv. Though Amram uses this technique later, he does not use it here.29

A few shards of melody stick out of the texture, hovering on the brink
of recognition, but they do not last long enough to trigger a concrete
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29 William Rosar asked Amram if he was quoting anything in this passage; curiously,
he responded “I’m not sure.” Rosar and Amram, “Interview,” 69.

example 1. David Amram, “The Queen of Diamonds,” cue from The
Manchurian Candidate (1962)
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memory and vanish before they come into view. We can’t quite grasp
it—the music either seems always on the verge of making sense, or else
the music does make sense but we have somehow lost the ability to 
understand it. 

The psychologist Louis A. Sass has written that schizophrenic
breaks, like epileptic seizures, are often accompanied by an aura, an an-
ticipatory tremor in a patient’s sense of the surrounding world. This is 
a moment where “reality seems to be unveiled as never before, and the
visual world looks peculiar and eerie—weirdly beautiful, tantalizingly
significant, or perhaps horrifying in some insidious but ineffable way.”30

The Manchurian Candidate gives us such a moment at the instant Ray-
mond’s waking consciousness is occluded by the construct. We do not
experience this moment as Raymond does; strictly speaking, he does
not experience it at all. But at this point the film must find a way to
show us the boundary between reality and construct, and it does so 
with a single chord—the second tenuto chord that begins the dream 
sequence cue. 

So first let us spend a moment walking through our experience of
that moment as it first appears in Marco’s dream. The first chord in ex-
ample 1 sounds (as first chords always do) with no context, so we sup-
ply our own. We might hear it as a tonic D chord with the E and C � as
appoggiaturas, or as a tonic D chord made sharper and brighter by
pandiatonic dissonance. But as the chord is re-struck a low B � sounds,
and now we hear two major chords, B � and A. The chord sunders, and
the cue’s farrago of doubled musical meanings begins to pour through
into the breach. 

Now we move to a later scene: Raymond reads a letter from one of
his soldiers, who wants to talk about these strange dreams he’s been hav-
ing. The phone rings, and as Raymond picks it up we see a close-up of his
wary face. A lightly accented voice says “Raymond. Why don’t you pass
the time by playing a little solitaire.” Click: the first mechanism is tripped.
Raymond’s face slackens just a little, his eyelids droop, and with dreamy
slowness he reaches for the cards. A pair of piccolos play a distorted 
version of his theme, which we have just heard in its regular form. We
hear new distortions of Raymond’s theme as we watch a close-up of his
hands turning the cards over. Then the queen of diamonds appears and
Raymond’s music is wiped away by the sundering B �/A chord. His hands
freeze, then relax, slowly sliding the card down onto the table. Click: the
second mechanism is tripped, and Raymond’s autonomous mind has
vanished. For the film’s spectators, the sundering chord becomes the
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30 Louis A. Sass, Madness and Modernism: Insanity in the Light of Modern Art, Literature,
and Thought (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1994), 44. 
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anticipatory tremor of a psychotic break and the tell—a signpost for the
edge of the construct.

Shadows

So far the figure of the Cold War American wrapped up in illusions
has seemed sinister. But the same figure can also be a little sad; we
might find pathos in watching someone long for what an image repre-
sents when the image itself suggests to us its own unreality. And it is this
pathos of unrequited desire that gives John Cassavetes’s Shadows its deli-
cate tone. Shadows, widely hailed as the ancestor of modern indepen-
dent film, is about a family of three black siblings living together in
New York City. The eldest brother Hugh (Hugh Hurd) is a struggling
nightclub singer, the younger brother Ben (Ben Carruthers) is a hip-
ster, and their lighter-skinned little sister Lelia (Lelia Goldoni) is “pass-
ing” in white society but gets her heart broken when her lover meets
her family. Cassavetes made two different versions of Shadows and shuf-
fled scenes from the 1957 version in with the 1959 re-shoots, which at
times reversed narrative causality and lent the film a slightly dream-like
quality. Filmmaker and historian Ross Lipman (who restored the film
for its digital reissue) writes that “the final work, which integrates
footage from two distinct shooting periods, with gaping continuity mis-
matches and diverse acting and shooting styles, is in many ways a col-
lage.”31 And as Lipman notes, this collage quality also pervades the 
music soundtrack, which stitched together unaccompanied tenor saxo -
phone improvisations by Shafi Hadi and a few cue fragments recorded
at an ill-fated session with Charles Mingus. I would go further, though,
and suggest that collage not only describes our feeling that the film is as-
sembled from bits and pieces of film and audiotape, but also that its
characters walk through a world similarly assembled from the flotsam
of images. All three siblings see things they want, but their desires re-
main thwarted, not only because they live on the social margins but be-
cause those things are not really there. As they reach out for those in-
substantial images, those wraiths and shadows, they grasp empty air.32
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31 Ross Lipman, “Mingus, Cassavetes, and the Birth of a Jazz Cinema,” Journal of Film
Music, forthcoming.

32 Cassavetes’s interpretation of Shadows as a play of masks (each character is
fronting some social identity in which he or she feels trapped) is the obverse of my own:
masks are the images that individuals fashion for themselves. Ray Carney, ed., Cassavetes
on Cassavetes (London: Faber and Faber, 2001), 53–54. Carney has pointed out how 
the scene in the MOMA courtyard (fig. 6) works on this theme; Carney, The Films of John
Cassavetes: Pragmatism, Modernism, and the Movies (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1994), 36–37. 
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Like The Manchurian Candidate and A Star Is Born, Shadows is about
real people trying to trace a path through an unreal world. But here
unreality is pictured as the choking accumulation of mass-culture trash
heaped up in New York City. This theme aligns with a midcentury dis-
course of hipness that sought to mark the distance between the knowing
individual and the square world in which he found himself stranded. In
picturing this distance, LeRoi Jones (writing in the Beat little magazine
Kulchur) imagines a New York polarized between the “real world” and
“bird world.” The real world is “the world here, almost as we have made
it,” a separate, redemptive little space in the interstices of the unhip,
spiritually dead, emotionally stunted bird world. The real world is made
of art, music, books, and ineffable experience, fashioned as a bulwark
against the unreality on the other side of the (imaginary) “great West
wall.”33 This imaginary geography of real and unreal worlds, variously
mapped in the era’s intellectual discourse of hipness, structures a bo-
hemian sensibility by which artists understand themselves to be pursuing
visions denied to the mass and thus doomed to incomprehension and
mistreatment from the square mass audience.34 One especially clear ex-
pression of this sensibility is “The Clown,” Charles Mingus’s collabora-
tion with Jean Shepherd in a jazz-and-spoken-word parable of the enter-
tainer as a martyr for art, killing himself for his audience.35 As Scott Saul
writes, “The Clown” marks the difference between “corn” and art in a
musical image, a circus-like waltz tune “intended as the sort of kitschy 
effect that, as Dwight Macdonald and Clement Greenberg had argued,
contained its own built-in reaction.”36 In this kind of representation, the
artist is “like a man dismembering himself with a dull razor on a spot-
lighted stage,” in Ralph Ellison’s stinging metaphor for Charlie Parker’s
life: the real feelings and trials of his life become repackaged as mere
entertainment—just more images—and square unreality becomes a
nightmare maze from which there may be no escape.37

Shadows shows each of its three main characters caught in this maze,
though where it differs from “The Clown” is its tone of sweet, even naïve
optimism. Early on, Hugh is angered when his manager suggests he 
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33 LeRoi Jones, “Milneburg Joys, (or, Against ‘Hipness’ As Such),” Kulchur 3 (1961):
41–43. 

34 Anatole Broyard had a similarly spatial understanding of hip culture, with his di-
vision of the hipster’s world into “Somewhere” and “Nowhere.” Anatole Broyard, “Portrait
of the Hipster,” Partisan Review 15 (1948): 721–27; see also Phil Ford, “Somewhere/
Nowhere: Hipness as an Aesthetic,” Musical Quarterly 86 (2002): 49–81.

35 Charles Mingus and Jean Shepherd, “The Clown,” from The Clown (Atlantic
1260, 1961).

36 Scott Saul, Freedom Is, Freedom Ain’t, 153. 
37 Ralph Ellison, “On Bird, Bird-Watching and Jazz,” The Collected Essays of Ralph 

Ellison, ed. John F. Callahan (New York: The Modern Library, 1995), 261. 
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introduce a girly show. He insists on his dignity as an artist, but in the
end takes the job; he needs the work and hopes maybe he can find
some artistic satisfaction in it after all. In real life Hugh Hurd was a
trained singer, and when his character sings a slow blues in a stentorian
baritone it is comically incongruous to what follows. His act dies, the 
pianist cuts him off, and out come the girls singing a ragged, off-key
version of “A Pretty Girl Is Like A Melody.” (“A real mad chick/is like a
lollipop/she’ll keep you on the stick.”) Stranded on stage as the girls
do their routines around him, Hugh’s face shows frustration and con-
tempt (fig. 4). Lipman points out that the musical collision between
Hugh’s art and a burlesque show’s feeble grasping at showbiz glamour
is a particularly vivid instance of the film’s collage aesthetic. But it also
articulates the hip critique of mass culture: against the blues that pre-
cedes it, a tacky showtune (performed, like the children’s song at the
end of “Outer Space” and The Manchurian Candidate’s “Politicians on
Parade,” with a calculated and determined badness) shows up not
merely as entertainment but as the hipster’s idea of what entertainment
really is—a cheap form of mass distraction. The blues stands for art, the
unmoving axis of perception from which the squareness of mass cul-
ture comes into focus. Hugh finds himself stuck in the bird world; he is
(to borrow the title of a Sonny Rollins album from a couple of years
later) Our Man in Jazz, the secret agent of art behind enemy lines. 

Hugh’s hipster little brother Ben charts a path through the same
terrain of commercialized image. Many times in the film we see him
striding through the Times Square streets, commercial signs crowding
every inch of space around him as he turns up his collar against the
bird world (fig. 5). Only once is there an image that returns his gaze,
when he finally takes off his dark glasses and stares raptly at a sculpture
in the MOMA courtyard (fig. 6). But as he walks through the city he 
is the hipster whose portrait Anatole Broyard sketches, a “discrete 
entity—separate, critical, and defining,” marking his distance from the
square world in which he is stranded through “the portentous trochees
of his stride, which, being unnaturally accentual, or discontinuous, ex-
pressed his particularity, lifted him, so to speak, out of the ordinary
rhythm of normal cosmic pulsation.”38 In these scenes we hear either
Charles Mingus’s solo bass or Shafi Hadi’s solo saxophone improvisa-
tions. As Lipman notes, there were practical problems that forced 
Cassavetes to use this simplified alternative to the full score Cassavetes
originally commissioned from Mingus, but its effect is striking. From
the beginning, the critical reception of Shadows has stressed the way
these cues seemed paced to Ben’s inner rhythms: the Film Quarterly
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38 Anatole Broyard, “Portrait of the Hipster,” 723.
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reviewer, for instance, describes Ben “wandering like a blind scarecrow
in a leather jacket, moving past the traffic, a lean night-nonentity, pacing
to the tempos of a jazz sax.”39 Jazz marks Ben’s character, of course—
what other kind of music would accompany a hipster through the
streets?—but it also expresses his particularity, his distance from the 
image-world through which he trudges.

One of the most memorable occurrences of this minimal scoring
happens in a wordless scene where, against Hugh’s advice, Lelia walks
home through Times Square. Like Ben, she is at sea in images, but un-
like Ben she is adrift, an easy target. She walks in front of a glittering
neon sign that reads fascination; a heavy-jowled, thick-browed, scowling
man falls into step behind her; she pauses in front of a marquee and
stares at the stills from a sexy exploitation movie (fig. 7). Lelia’s 
absorption in images is not entirely legible—is it childlike curiosity,
shock, amusement? Her face doesn’t tell us much, but there is a tension
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39 Albert Johnson, review of Shadows, Film Quarterly 13, no. 3 (1960): 33. The
Pauline Kael collection at Indiana University’s Lilly Library is a valuable resource for any-
one wishing to trace the early reception of this film, as well as many others; among other
things, it includes the comprehensive clippings files Kael kept for hundreds of films, in-
cluding this one.

figure 4. Hugh and the chorus line in Shadows, dir. John Cassavetes
(1957/1959)

http://caliber.ucpress.net/action/showImage?doi=10.1525/jm.2009.26.2.240&iName=master.img-003.jpg&w=312&h=227
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between her own humanity and the cool, polished, unreal surfaces that
reflect her gaze—a tension that is broken when the marquee’s promise
of sex is made unexpectedly and unwelcomely real. The jowly man
comes up behind her and imposes himself on her, and she tries to get
away. He struggles with her for a few moments; a passer-by says some-
thing to the masher and shoves him; Lelia runs away.

The music that accompanies this scene, Shafi Hadi’s improvisation,
stands at an odd relationship to the action. The only things on the
soundtrack are Hadi’s saxophone and undifferentiated sounds of traffic
in the background; the foreground action, Lelia’s struggle with the
masher, is entirely silent. The nondiegetic saxophone solo is the scene’s
lone voice, and it doesn’t exactly comment on the scene—it neither un-
dercuts nor affirms the visual images. Ray Carney writes that “One of
the things that makes Cassavetes’ films notoriously difficult for viewers
to get the hang of is the uninflected quality of the experience he offers.
. . . He studiously declines to take the viewer by the hand (or by the
eyes and ears) by providing a stylistic map through the experience.”40
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40 Carney, The Films of John Cassavetes. 36.

figure 5. Ben in the street in Shadows, dir. John Cassavetes (1957/
1959)

http://caliber.ucpress.net/action/showImage?doi=10.1525/jm.2009.26.2.240&iName=master.img-004.jpg&w=312&h=233
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For this reason Cassavetes avoided “mood-music orchestrations” and
preferred to let music and moving pictures stand in a certain unre-
solved tension to one another. 

And this is what happens as Lelia walks through Times Square.
While now and then during his improvisation Hadi starts rocking some
figure that catches his attention, he stays in free time; unfixed to bar
lines or changes, his improvisation remains static on F, hitting one ca-
dence after another and sparking off showers of blue notes. It sounds
as if it issues in a seamless flow from which the cue selected for this
scene has been measured off and cut like a length of cloth cut for a
dress, which indeed is how Cassavetes scored the scene, and the effect is,
again, collage-like. The improvisation might have gone on a long time
before the scene started, and it might go on a long time after. Its own
eventfulness is indifferent to the particular events captured on film; it is
cued not to specific action, but, we might be given to think, to some in-
ner energy pulsing under the surface of the action. The filmic image,
the conjoining of music and moving picture, is a counterpoint of two
separate things, visual and musical, that occupy the same space and
whose uninflected apposition opens a space for contemplation outside
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figure 6. Ben in the MOMA courtyard in Shadows, dir. John Cassavetes
(1957/1959)

http://caliber.ucpress.net/action/showImage?doi=10.1525/jm.2009.26.2.240&iName=master.img-005.jpg&w=312&h=233
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immediate action. The unmeasured freeness of the solo jazz improvisa-
tion has the effect of bracketing whatever happens under its aegis as
life itself, life unedited and uncontained, just as it happens and just as it
is, its strangeness and sudden violence the unfolding of its ceaseless
movement, which the saxophone registers in its fitful action, the sud-
den flurries of notes like the fluttering of birds’ wings as Lelia pauses,
looks, startles, fights, and takes flight. The music creates a perspective
outside the immediate happenings of the scene—the hipster’s view sub
specie aeternitatis from which the images that bemuse Lelia (and her at-
tacker) are rendered smaller, more pitiable, and more fragile. 

A Star Is Born 

A Star Is Born is a very different sort of film from The Manchurian
Candidate and Shadows. It was the kind of squarely middlebrow film that
Cassavetes’s hipsters would doubtless have placed firmly in the bird
world: a big-budget musical spectacular that tells the story of a rising
star who marries a famous actor in alcoholic decline, it was built to be a
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figure 7. Lelia in Times Square in Shadows, dir. John Cassavetes
(1957/1959)

http://caliber.ucpress.net/action/showImage?doi=10.1525/jm.2009.26.2.240&iName=master.img-006.jpg&w=311&h=233
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comeback vehicle for Judy Garland and a machine for winning Os-
cars.41 And yet it is as skillful as any film in yanking aside the veil of illu-
sion and showing us the gears and pulleys behind. After the credits are
done rolling over the usual overture medley of the film’s big tunes, the
first image is a beautiful panorama of Los Angeles at night. A battery of
searchlights sends its beams out into the sky, spinning gracefully as the
overture’s coda unspools a violin line that soars up an octave before
nestling down, rallantando, into a bed of harps and twinkling bells. The
second image—what we see and hear in immediate and jarring juxtapo-
sition to the first—is the grimy machinery that makes this spinning
chalice of light possible, an arc lamp sparking and hissing furiously.
And this opening pair of images is a metonym of the whole. A Star Is
Born shows Hollywood as a place where stars are made, not born, and it
dwells on the making.

Like Shadows and The Manchurian Candidate, A Star Is Born fills the
screen with images of images. TVs and projection screens crowd the
edges of the CinemaScope frame, notably in the scene where Vicki
Lester ( Judy Garland) accepts an academy award before her drunk
husband, Norman Maine (James Mason), shows up to ruin her speech
(fig. 8). Like Singing’ in the Rain (1952), A Star Is Born plays Hollywood
artifice for laughs. “Someone At Last” spoofs the kinds of big produc-
tion numbers that Hollywood musicals have always done so well; like
the spectacular finales of Busby Berkeley’s 1930s Warner pictures, this
number uses cycling repetitions of song strophes (here truncated after
the beginning) as a scaffolding for a series of exotic and glamorous
tableaux. Only here the number is acted out with improvised house-
hold props as Vicki, trying to cheer up Norman, plays a practice record
at home and acts out a musical trip around the world with stops at
France, China, Africa, and Brazil. These images are both musical (the
Paris episode includes a variation on “Someone at Last” in the style of
Gershwin’s An American in Paris, for example) and more generally
filmic (the conjunction of the Gershwin sound with Garland’s dead-on
impersonation of a Parisian cabaret singer, or at least the Hollywood
idea of one). The scene’s rapid-fire volley of images is perhaps the
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41 For more on this film’s gestation, see Ron Haver, A Star Is Born: The Making of the
1954 Movie and its 1983 Restoration (New York: A. A. Knopf, 1988). Christina Klein argues
that musical films are a key element of Cold War middlebrow culture. Solving every prob-
lem through song and dance, the film musical is a “genre of integration” suitable to the
didactic and progressive moralizing Klein takes to be characteristic of middlebrow cul-
ture. Christina Klein, Cold War Orientalism: Asia in the Middlebrow Imagination, 1945–1961
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003).
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film’s most memorable single moment of demystification—a moment
where Hollywood spectacle is bracketed, shrunk to domestic scale, and
robbed of spectacle’s power to compel.42

But this film’s demystification of manufactured image works most
powerfully through its handling of the generic convention most charac-
teristic of the American film musical. This is the middle ground be-
tween diegetic and nondiegetic music that Raymond Knapp calls Musi-
cally Enhanced Reality Mode, or MERM.43 When Fred Astaire, Audrey
Hepburn, and Kay Thompson sing “Bonjour Paris” in Funny Face, for in-
stance, we are given to understand that they have somehow coordi-
nated a complicated song-and-dance routine (complete with unseen or-
chestra) independently and spontaneously in different parts of the city.
But the film is not suggesting that “Bonjour Paris” was nondiegetic—
the characters are singing along with the orchestral music on the
soundtrack, after all—and neither does it suggest it was all a dream. Af-
ter the characters meet at the top of the Eiffel tower and their voices
come together to end the song, they burst into gales of exhilarated
laughter and Astaire exclaims “well, how was that?” They can move
from their musically enhanced state to an unenhanced state and recall
the former in the latter. Even so, scenes in musically-enhanced reality
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42 Jane Feuer points out that backstage musicals had always tried to demystify show
business myth. But what they take away with one hand they give back with the other: as
Feuer writes, they demystify in order to remystify. The most knowing film musicals, like A
Star Is Born or Singin’ in the Rain, reveal the technology that lies behind their spectacle,
but even in these cases “either technology is revealed as a force performance can 
conquer”—as it is in Singin’ in the Rain—“or the technology actually becomes the show.”
Jane Feuer, The Hollywood Musical (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1982), 45.

43 Raymond Knapp, “The Movie Musical,” in The American Musical and the Perfor-
mance of Personal Identity (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2006), 65–117.

figure 8. Vicki at the Academy Awards in A Star Is Born, dir. George
Cukor (1954)

http://caliber.ucpress.net/action/showImage?doi=10.1525/jm.2009.26.2.240&iName=master.img-007.jpg&w=312&h=122
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mode have a different logic from the nonmusical parts of the film: only
in parodies or revisionist musicals does anyone notice how odd it is for
people to break into spontaneous song. 

This is exactly what contemporary audiences cannot help noticing,
though. MERM is why film musicals now seem so phony and unreal—it
is a generic convention that demands a threshold investment of willing
credulity that audiences are no longer willing to make.44 The generic
conventions that sustained the film musical from the late 1920s
through the 1950s have collapsed, and in the wake of their collapse
MERM has itself become a musical image—or perhaps rather it is the
onset of MERM, the “audio dissolve” from ordinary reality to musically-
enhanced reality, which condenses this generic convention into a sign
for Hollywood phoniness.45

If the audio dissolves of classic film musicals seem phony to pre-
sent-day audiences, they do not for the characters in these films. MERM
is powerfully utopian: the dissolve begins and mysteriously, miracu-
lously, the gravitational force of logic loosens its grip and the film’s
characters become free. They can sing in perfect harmony to an or-
chestra that has materialized out of nowhere and dance in formation
without having rehearsed or even voiced the desire to start dancing. It
just happens, and when it does the characters in the film can leap free
of all the problems with which the film has burdened them. In Gold
Diggers of 1933, the problem is getting financing for a show; in Okla -
homa, it is settling the Western frontier. As Rick Altman has pointed out,
the solution to such problems is mapped onto the romantic fortunes 
of the lead couple and worked out in song and dance.46 And in the 
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44 This is probably why relatively few musicals get made any more. Those that are
made usually compensate for MERM’s abrogation of ordinary narrative logic, either 
by being cartoons (South Park: Bigger, Longer, and Uncut), film versions of stage shows
(Chicago), or portmanteus of familiar songs (Moulin Rouge), or else by making MERM’s
unreality its main conceit (“Once More, With Feeling,” a musical episode of the TV show
Buffy The Vampire Slayer, makes MERM a form of demon possession). Martin Rubin, whose
study of Busby Berkeley approaches MERM as the musical instance of a more general nar-
rative style of “impossibility,” writes that for the post-1950s film musical “the Berkeley -
esque production number (and the ‘impossible’ musical number in general) is only 
feasible in a heavily bracketed form—by being clearly marked as a subjective fantasy, as 
a Brechtian device, as something flagrantly nostalgic, archaic, campy, etc.” Martin Rubin,
Showstoppers: Busby Berkeley and the Tradition of Spectacle (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1993), 183.

45 Rick Altman, “The Style of the American Film Musical,” in The American Film Mu-
sical (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1987), 59–89. The fact that the audio dis-
solve had become something of a joke by the end of the movie musical cycle is borne out
in Monty Python and the Holy Grail, in the scene where Prince Herbert annoys his father by
insistently trying to effect an audio dissolve.

46 Altman, “The Structure of the American Film Musical,” in The American Film Mu-
sical, 28–58.
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narrative world of the film, problems thus solved stay solved; the tran-
scendence sticks. MERM articulates moments of transcendence, and
we, the external audience, get to feel what it might be like to experi-
ence them. As Richard Dyer says, musicals tell us what utopia would feel
like, not how it would be organized.47

MERM takes place along a continuum: some numbers make no ef-
fort to establish any kind of diegetic pretext, while others are presented
as straightforward diegetic performances with only minor enhance-
ments of reality. A Star Is Born stays mostly on the latter end of this con-
tinuum. When Vicki sings “The Man That Got Away” the orchestration
becomes too thick for the small combo we see her jamming with, and
in “Someone At Last” her props are just a little too fortuitously placed.
But in other scenes (“Lose That Long Face,” “Born in a Trunk”) there
is nothing that demands we suspend our disbelief. The great exception
is “It’s a New World.” Vicki and Norman want to get married, but even
this intimate corner of life has been mediated from the start. When
Norman proposes, some studio technicians record their conversation as
a prank and play it back to the studio orchestra between rehearsal
takes. The studio’s publicity chief is already arranging for a gaudy pub-
lic wedding, and in an attempt to escape the assimilation of their pri-
vate lives to spectacle Vicki and Norman run off to a small seaside town
and get married incognito. Their honeymoon is not the royal affair that
the studio had planned for them, but a furtive night spent in a cheap
motel—so cheap that Norman has to put a coin in the radio to turn it
on. When he does, an announcer introduces Vicki’s newest hit, “It’s a
New World.” Norman rejects this mediation and switches it off, telling
Vicki “That’s for ordinary folks, who have to turn on the radio and put a
nickel in the jukebox. I’ve got a private copyright of my own, including
the Scandinavian. I’ve got the built-in original right in the house every
time I want to hear it. And I want it now.” Vicki begins to sing, and the
audio dissolve between diegesis and MERM begins immediately. Nor-
man has been speaking in a room ambience where his voice takes its
place within a sound envelope of moving bodies, but when Vicki starts to
sing the voice is taken out of contingent space and presented for ideal
hearing, completely filling the stereo space of the soundtrack and elimi-
nating the distance between voice and microphone.48
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47 Richard Dyer, “Entertainment and Utopia,” in Only Entertainment (London: Rout-
ledge, 1992), 17–34.

48 This auditory ideal space—immediate, directionless, and echoless, in which
sounds are presented as if outside of all spatial contingencies—is itself a historically con-
tingent entity. Emily Thomson writes that it is a “soundscape of modernity” that devel-
oped in the first three decades of the twentieth century; see Thompson, The Soundscape of
Modernity: Architectural Acoustics ad the Culture of Listening in America, 1900–1933 (Cam-
bridge: MIT Press, 2002).
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And the irony is that this moment where everything is most real, in
the most unglamorous place imaginable and far away from the star-
making machinery, is the only unalloyed instance of MERM in the en-
tire film—the only moment where the soundtrack swells with an orches-
tra the film does not make the slightest attempt to explain away. This
scene uses MERM the same way earlier film musicals had, as a way of 
offering a moment of transcendence to the characters in the movie.
But unlike those earlier films, MERM transcendence in A Star Is Born
does not stick, because the problem MERM transcends in this film is
the showbiz artifice that MERM epitomizes. Vicki and Norman’s prob-
lem is that their lives are collapsing under the weight of Hollywood
myth, and this is not sort of thing that can be conjured away by more
images. The scene in the motel is the one moment of pure and tran-
scendent love in a film that otherwise suggests, against all generic
precedents, that sometimes there is no transcendence. 

The film not only shows the machinery behind the Hollywood im-
ages, it demystifies those images on the level of narrative. MERM func-
tions as a moment of transcendence at the midpoint of the film, just be-
fore everything begins to go wrong and the stock film musical narrative
of rising stardom presented in the first half begins to run in retrograde.
Thereafter MERM is withdrawn from subsequent appearances of “It’s a
New World.” At the end, Norman drowns himself when he realizes that
he can’t stop himself from ruining Vicki’s life. But before he dies he
asks Vicki to sing him “It’s a New World” again, which she does from
the kitchen window, this time shorn of any accompaniment. Where for-
merly Garland’s voice is presented in ideal space and haloed with
strings, here we hear it in stark diegesis as a frail lone voice placed spa-
tially within the scene’s sound design, coming from a specific and in-
creasingly distant point off-camera, gradually overwhelmed by the
sound of surf as Norman wades into the sea. The generic convention of
the Hollywood musical fails, and with it its utopian message. Sometimes
music is not enough; sometimes love is not enough. 

The Revolution Will Not Be Televised

By now the reader may suspect that I have been cramming as many
dissimilar things into the same frame as I can. On the face of it, A Star is
Born, Shadows, and The Manchurian Candidate—to say nothing of Dick’s
paranoid sci-fi, de Beauvoir’s Existentialist travelogue, Nordine’s word
jazz, and Fromm’s psychoanalytic social criticism—share little more than
the fifteen years of the Cold War in which they all appeared. But they all
voice the same critique of a Cold War world pervaded by unreality. Thus
the first thing they share is a common representative goal—to demystify
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the images that constitute that unreality, to reveal their facticity to our
eyes and ears. 

But the adversary is cunning. The images are not flimsy, easily-spotted
fakes, like flats from a stage set. They are bright, solid, fully rounded
things; one does not merely see them but is enfolded in them. They are
not representations of real things but surrogates of them, counterfeits
like the pod people in Invasion of the Body Snatchers. How then are they
to be unmasked? Here we come to the second aspect these three films
have in common: they use images against themselves. If manufactured
images are realer than real, then let that surplus of reality be the sign of
their unreality. Let the image’s perfection, and our comfortable accep-
tance of its conventions, be defamiliarized and estranged. 

Thus each of the three films uses a style of hyperreality avant la 
lettre; like Andy Warhol’s soup cans, they make signs signify their own
signification. The various arenas of The Manchurian Candidate’s political
theater, the glittering marquees and neon signs in Shadows, and the red-
carpet showbiz galas in A Star Is Born are the visual cues for a construct
of fabricated reality. These tableaux allow each film to stage a spectacle
of spectacle. In each, images undo themselves through their brilliance
and exaggeration, and also in their conspicuous technological media-
tion. They exploit the fact that while a photo represents whatever is
photographed, a photo of a photo represents the medium. These im-
ages are double-edged: they wink to the audience while giving nothing
away to the film’s characters. Each film must suggest that for its charac-
ters everything is normal and things go on as they always have, but it
must simultaneously suggest (to us, not them) that something is off—
what appears normal to the characters inside diegesis is just a little too
normal for us outside of it. To be seen, the construct that enfolds them
must have an edge, something to suggest the possibility of a reality that
lies outside the construct. There must always be a tell.

And in each of these films music is the tell, though it is not the only
one. Images are multimedia conjunctions of sound, picture, and text
assembled in memory and whose recollection is prompted by single au-
ditory, visual, and textual cues. Within such constellations, auditory
cues call to mind visual cues, and vice versa; this is a polymorphous
kind of signification within which music is indispensible but has no
privilege. In the three films, as in sound film generally, music functions
as a metonym for these larger constellations. We hear the collision 
between a blues and a soiled showtune in Shadows, and that collision
stands in for the bird world, the square construct of mass culture that
occludes the world of art. The audio dissolve in “It’s a New World” calls
to mind the entire apparatus of Hollywood deception the film seeks to
demystify. And when we hear a blaring march or a twisted binary dance-
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suite movement in The Manchurian Candidate it conjures up both brain-
washed irreality and a dark reality lies beneath it. 

Which brings us to the last thing all these films have in common—a
sense that there is always something “beneath.” Each film projects a vi-
sion of society divided into two sides, surface and depth, the latter giv-
ing lie to the former.49 A Star Is Born’s opening juxtaposition of ethereal
light with its coarse material base is a compact statement of the film’s
overriding theme—Hollywood artifice that masks the bitter reality of
Hollywood lives. The bird world/real world thematic of Shadows is simi-
larly a binary structure of surface and depth, while the corkscrewing
paranoia of The Manchurian Candidate suggests a near-infinite regres-
sion to depths beneath depths. 

This fact demands some historiographic self-consciousness. Each of
the Cold War artifacts I have discussed was critical of its own era,
though this should hardly be surprising, despite the mysteriously
durable cliché of the Cold War as a period of smothering affirmation.50

But what might be surprising is that they are critical in a way that pre-
supposes secret knowledge of, and gnostic distance from, their own era.
Philip K. Dick wrote Time Out of Joint in 1958, which means that when
he wanted an image of truth slowly bleeding through a shiny false sur-
face, he used the year he was living in. This means that the 1950s were
“the fifties” in the 1950s, the period appearing in quotation marks to
Dick and his audience even while it was happening. But as the example
of Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull shows, this is also the
present-day pop-culture image of the 1950s. The American Cold War is
reborn as an image, “the fifties,” a picture of a dark reality (the Bomb)
hidden by glossy artifice (rigid smiles and a waxwork tableau of family
togetherness). And this is not just a movie image: journalistic and even
some scholarly accounts of American Cold War culture retain this same
representational convention by which it is structured as surface and
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49 This binary schema is even more noticeable in film noir ; see Phil Ford, “Jazz Exot-
ica and the Naked City,” Journal of Musicological Research 27 (2008): 113–33.

50 A great many studies of Cold War American culture begin by interrogating this
cliché. Indeed, Cold War cultural studies has been largely devoted to tracing the limits of
self-criticism within consensus: see Lary May, ed., Recasting America: Culture and Politics in
the Age of the Cold War (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1989); W. T. Lhamon, Jr., De-
liberate Speed: The Origins of a Cultural Style in the American 1950s (Washington: Smithsonian
Institution Press, 1990); Joanne Meyerowitz, ed., Not June Cleaver: Women and Gender in
Postwar America, 1945–1960 (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1994); Joel Foreman,
ed., The Other Fifties: Interrogating Midcentury American Icons (Urbana: University of Illinois
Press, 1997); Peter J. Kuznick and James Burkhart Gilbert, eds., Rethinking Cold War Cul-
ture (Washington: Smithsonian Institution Press, 2001); Morris Dickstein, Leopards in the
Temple: The Transformation of American Fiction, 1945–1970 (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 2002). 
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depth, blithe unreality and somber truth, with historical irony latent in
the spectacle of their mutual contradiction.51

Where there are surfaces (deceptively easy to read) and depths
(obscure), there must be interpreters to break the surface and plumb
the depths for the real.52 Reading Time Out of Joint or watching any of
the films I have discussed, it might strike us a little strange to find that
Cold War culture has already done our work for us.53 Protagonists in
Cold War fictions of unreality, like Gumm in Time Out of Joint and
Marco in The Manchurian Candidate, are often hermeneutic heroes; the
task their narratives set them is to see through the illusions that oppress
them. And their task is also ours, though as spectators outside diegesis
we always know a little more about their situation than they do. When
these fictions are set to music, the music tells us things about their
predicament that it does not tell them, or sometimes, as in the case of
“Politicians on Parade,” tells them one thing and tells us another. We,
the spectators, are privileged to hear music the characters do not, or to
hear it in a different way. But when we structure our historical under-
standing of Cold War culture in the same way as these narratives, Cold
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51 David Halberstam’s widely read survey The Fifties (New York: Fawcett Columbine,

1994) is typical in its ambition to discover the “social ferment” beneath a “placid sur-
face.” This narrative architecture is sometimes apparent in music scholarship. See Eliza-
beth L. Keathley, “Postwar Modernity and the Wife’s Subjectivity: Bernstein’s Trouble in
Tahiti,” American Music 23 (2005): 220–56, and James M. Salem, “ ‘Sh-Boom’ and the
Bomb: A Postwar Call and Response,” Columbia Journal of American Studies 7 (2006): 2–28.
The habit of portraying Cold War America in a sharply dualistic style is found especially
in the writings of 1960s veterans who use an image of 1950s conformity to explain the 
necessity of their own revolts and assign themselves a position on the margins of their
middle-class upbringing. Todd Gitlin’s excellent personal history of the New Left, The 
Sixties: Years of Hope, Days of Rage, 2nd ed. (New York: Bantam Books, 1993), portrays his
SDS cohort as having been uniquely attuned to the subversive currents running beneath
the surface of 1950s consensus. This is what Paul Goodman meant by “growing up ab-
surd;” see Goodman, Growing Up Absurd: Problems of Youth in the Organized System (New
York: Random House, 1960). 

52 Carolyn Abbate has argued that musical hermeneutics always looks for truths “be-
hind” or “under” the surface, and always finds them, since music itself never has much
say in the matter. And the truths seem all the more real for having been hidden; we 
become exhilarated by what she calls the “cryptographic sublime.” Carolyn Abbate, 
“Music—Drastic or Gnostic?” Critical Inquiry 30 (2004): 505–36. Abbate’s specific critique
of musical hermeneutics is adumbrated by Susan Sontag’s critique of hermeneutics in
general. Susan Sontag, “Against Interpretation” in Against Interpretation, and Other Essays
(New York: Straus and Giroux, 1966), 2–14.

53 Frederic Jameson thought so, at least, and found it worthy of explanation. For
Jameson, Time Out of Joint becomes a site of critical resistance to an institutionalized atro-
phy of the historical sense, generating historicity by narrating its events in the future ante-
rior tense—a mode of representation that functions through “the estrangement and re-
newal as history of our own reading present . . . by way of the apprehension of that
present as the past of a specific future.” Frederic Jameson, Postmodernism, or, the Cultural
Logic of Late Capitalism (Durham: Duke University Press), 285.
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War history becomes the Cold War show, and as we then place ourselves
in a position of hermeneutic privilege over the historical actors we are
watching, we are surprised to realize they could hear the music all
along. We find that our hermeneutic privilege has been revoked.54

In 1970 Gil Scott-Heron recorded a spoken-word piece that con-
tributed one of the most resonant phrases in American speech: the rev-
olution will not be televised.55 Perhaps it owes its resonance to a shared
hope that there might be some hard core of reality that cannot be re-
duced to mere image—or a fear that anything, even revolution itself,
can be assimilated by a creeping unreality. “The Revolution Will Not Be
Televised” appeared at a point when the hip sensibility of Shadows had
moved beyond a few relatively small enclaves and assumed its familiar,
contradictory form: a critique of the mass media playing out in the
mass media. In the years around 1970, when countercultural discourse
took on a revolutionary tone—when the Black Panther call for “revolu-
tion in our lifetime” seemed possible and even likely—revolution was
understood in part to be an assault on the restrictions on self-
expression that a postwar generation felt had been placed on them in
the 1950s. To say that the revolution would not be televised was to say
that the culture of unreality could finally be escaped and that life would
finally be lived “for real,” unedited and uncontrived—or else (in the
revolutionary analysis of the Situationists and the Yippies) seizing the
machinery of image-making was the modern-day equivalent of seizing
the means of production.56 Either way, the revolutionary youth who
had grown up in the 1950s would take matters into their own hands
and put away the illusions imposed on them in their childhood. 

This generation has tended to emphasize the historical discontinu-
ity between the years before the mid 1960s and after, but “The Revolu-
tion Will Not Be Televised” shows how much countercultural expressive
style originated in 1950s culture. Gabriel Solis has noted how Scott-
Heron used different vocal timbres for his inspirational and polemical
songs, but in “The Revolution Will Not Be Televised” there is a notable
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54 Warren Susman makes a similar point when he notes the difference between a
historicizing notion like “the Middle Ages” and the characterization of Cold War America
as an “Age of Anxiety.” The former is the sort of concept that scholars create as they “look
back and discover all sorts of things that participants at the time did not know anything
about,” but the latter was actually a self-characterization. Warren Susman and Edward
Griffin, “Did Success Spoil the United States? Dual Representations in Postwar America,”
in Recasting America, 19–37.

55 Gil Scott-Heron, “The Revolution Will Not Be Televised,” from Small Talk at 125th
and Lenox (Flying Dutchman FD 10131, 1970). In addition to at least two books that use
this exact title, a quick database search of article and book titles finds dozens of varia-
tions: the revolution will not be theorized, subsidized, pasteurized, microwaved, down-
loaded, blogged, etc. 

56 David Farber, Chicago ’68 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1988).
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contrast between vocal timbres within each strophe.57 The shift in tim-
bre parallels a shift in thought; the distinction between the hegemony
of images and the revolution that breaks through it is rendered in the
grain of Scott-Heron’s voice. Scott-Heron unspools long lines studded
with trademark phrases borrowed from product advertising, his voice
rattling off these reified images like a Telex machine before dipping
into its lower, soulful register as it returns to the coming revolution. 

You will not have to worry about a dove in your bedroom, a tiger in
your tank, or the giant in your toilet bowl.

The revolution will not go better with Coke.
The revolution will not fight the germs that may cause bad breath.
The revolution will put you in the driver’s seat.

Lines like this work the same way that Jean Shepherd’s monologues
did—for example in “The Clown,” where he mentions the clown’s seal
“blowing ‘Columbia the Gem of the Ocean’ on a B flat Sears Roebuck
model 13-22a plastic bugle, a real cute act.” Beat poetry sometimes
worked this trope as well, for example in Lenore Kandel’s “First They
Slaughtered the Angels,” with its couplet “who raped St. Mary with a
plastic dildo stamped with the/Good Housekeeping seal of approval?”58

As before, the empty husks of manufactured signs are used against
themselves. 

But as we have seen throughout this essay, it was not just a few 
outsiders who were using this technique to see something in their 
society that was invisible to everyone else. It is a Cold War trope of 
representation—a way people in the 1950s, even the middlebrow audi-
ences that flocked to see A Star Is Born, represented themselves to
themselves. As Leerom Medevoi has remarked, books like The Other
Fifties have told us that there was both a 1950s of domestic containment
and a 1950s with Elvis, Beat poetry, and method acting.59 But by empha-
sizing the opposition of such voices to their own time, the “other 50s”
model ends up resembling the historical account it seeks to displace:

Agents of the “other 50s” have been touted as lonely voices in the
night who lashed out against the Cold War order, but whose capacity
to do so was not in any way itself a product of that order. Ironically,
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57 Gabriel Solis, “Bluesology,” unpublished paper presented at the Annual Meeting
of the American Musicological Society (Quebec City, 2007).

58 Lenore Kandel, “First They Slaughtered the Angels,” Beatitude 15 (17 June 1960):
2.

59 The “other fifties” model is meant to challenge the “containment” argument as-
sociated with Elaine Tyler May. In Homeward Bound: American Families in the Cold War Era
(New York: Basic Books, 1988), May argues that the logic of geopolitical containment ex-
tended to Cold War domestic life. Morris Dickstein offers a useful critique of this position
in “Introduction: Culture, Counterculture, and Postwar America,” in Leopards in the Tem-
ple, 1–20. 
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then, this account of the “other 50s” positions its agents in much the
same terms as the containment logic of the Cold War: as subversives
who threatened the given “consensus.” Even as “consensus” and “sub-
version” are transvalued, the familiar plot line remains intact.60

Medevoi concludes that “the thematics of rebellion belonged less
to the margins of Cold War culture than to its very heart.” The rebel-
lion against unreality was an undertaking of a whole people, not just a
nascent counterculture. When Gil Scott-Heron recorded “The Revolu-
tion Will Not Be Televised” a decade after The Manchurian Candidate, it
was the next act of a collectively written- and acted drama with millions
of authors. Why speak of consensus and subversion when everyone was
already in on the show? As J. Hoberman writes, it was in the Cold War
that America became “an image of itself—for itself, a spectacle in which
public visions and private hallucinations were simultaneously willed
upon millions of screens.”61 And as we have seen, this spectacle was at
times a reflexive one—a spectacle of spectacle, images of image.

Indiana University

ABSTRACT

Writers across a wide spectrum of cold war discourse voiced an anx-
iety that American minds could be made to see things as some alien will
might want us to see them. Cold War popular culture drew on such no-
tions to fashion a spectacle of mind control and depicted advertising,
Hollywood, and politics as sites for the manufacture of illusions. Each
site finds its critique in a film from the first postwar decades: A Star Is
Born (1954) shows Hollywood myths overwhelming the lives of their
creators; John Cassavetes’s Shadows (1957/1959) voices the hip critique
of commodified mass culture; and The Manchurian Candidate (1962)
spins a paranoid scenario in which American politics, Communist
brainwashing, and television conspire to create a counterfeit reality so
total there may be no escape. These films picture their characters strug-
gling to escape the construct of false images that besets them. The mu-
sical scoring of these films, though while radically different, defines the
boundary of the construct and marks the distance between reality and
image. 

Keywords: cold war, hyperreality, Manchurian Candidate, Shadows, A Star
Is Born
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60 Leerom Medevoi, “Cold War Culture as the Age of Three Worlds,” The Minnesota
Review: A Journal of Committed Writing 55–57 (2002): 171.

61 J. Hoberman, The Dream Life, xii.
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